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Personal

PhD, University of Helsinki, 1998
Web: ilpokoskinen.com (last update October 2021)
Old web: www2.uiah.fi/~ikoskine/ (last update August 2010)

Key positions

3.7.2018 - : Professor, Director of Design Next, University of New South Wales, Sydney
1.8.2014 –: Professor of Design Research, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
1.1. 2013 – 28.6.2013: Professor, Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne
1.1.1999 – 31.7. 2014, Professor (industrial design), University of Art and Design Helsinki (now
Aalto University)

________________________________________________________
I Research
Publications

1 books, out of which five monographs, three theses, and 10 edited volumes
Special issues for two journals
About 70 articles in scientific journals and books
Over 50 conference papers
Over 50 unpublished presentations in conferences, including 5-7 keynotes (including
International Association for Societies of Design Research)
Google scholar count (September 2019): H=28, about 5000 citations

Grant record*

16 research grants, including:
5 from the Academy of Finland, including personal senior researcher grant (2010)
3 policy and technology projects
Over 6 smaller grants from foundations and universities

Conference organization

General chair in three international scientific conferences (DPPI 2007, Nordes 2011, Designing
Interactive Systems DIS’18, DPPI and DIS are ACM Conferences)
Program chair in Nordes 2009
Convenor in about 15 doctoral consortiums and workshops in conferences
Program committee memberships in well over 10 conferences (not counted), reviewer in
numerous conferences, including Associate Chair in CHI and DIS

Editorial work

Former editor of Knowledge, Technology and Policy
Former editor of two book series.
Current co-editor of Design Research Foundations series (DERF, Springer)
*

Total funding is hard to estimate because most projects have been done in collaborative networks, but a good
estimate is from 1.5mE to 2mE. The largest funding is not included in these figures. It was a plan for a permanent
post-doctoral design research unit funded by Aalto University in 2009. The funding was in the range of 800.000E/year.
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Editorial board in seven journals, incl. Design Issues and International Journal of Design
Two associate editorships in journals (She-Ji, Taylor and Francis; international Journal of Design)

Reviews

Book reviewer for about 10 publishers, most recently Routledge and MIT
Reviewer for about 30 journals and conferences (not counted)
External examiner, Glasgow School of Art, 4 years until 2011
Research proposal and program evaluations for European Union, and several national research
councils

________________________________________________________
II Teaching
Teaching

About 20-30 classes at MA/MSc/MDes and doctoral level since 1999, mostly in English, some in
Finnish. Most recently creation of massive design classes for >1000 students at UNSW

PhD supervision and examinations

14 PhD supervisions completed
36 PhD pre-examinations or examinations in 8 countries
Currently 3 active PhD students
Former board member in 3 national doctoral schools after 2006, currently member of the
steering group of an EU doctoral consortium

________________________________________________________
III Service
Service

Inaugural director of Design Next Initiative of UNSW, Sydney, with a purpose of building a design
spine that runs through the whole university
Memberships in several university committees at the University of Helsinki, Aalto University, and
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. These range from departmental to University-level
academic committees and professorial collegiums
Vice dean of research, UIAH School of Design (transformed into Aalto University’s Department of
Design) 2006-2009
Head of School Research Committee at School of Design, HK PolyU
Letters of Reference and evaluations for about 30 professorships in Europe, the United States
and Asia, most recently Aarhus University and Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Evaluations of research proposals in Sweden, Norway, Italy, and the Netherlands
Department and national evaluations of design education and research in the Netherlands
Board memberships in National Consumer Research Center in Helsinki
Board memberships in several university research institutes and ethical boards in Helsinki
Policy work for Finnish Design Program Muoto2005!
Visiting professorships in three universities
Visiting researcher in about 10 universities and design schools

Others

Numerous lectures in companies
Few small-scale consultation studies both as a consultant and through classwork
About 100 interviews for newspapers and magazines

